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Introduction to the eRedBag Pathway
for care home staff



- Background to the eRedBag

- What the eRedBag Pathway is

- What the eRedBag is

- Benefits

- Resources available

This induction is designed to give care home staff an 
overview of what the eRedBag is. 
It will cover:

For guidance on how to send an eRedBag, refer to your software providers 
user guide.
If support is needed, please email 
SWLCareHomes.eRedBag@swlondon.nhs.uk
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The Red Bag was launched in Sutton in autumn 2015…

… by 2017 it was one of eight 
national ‘high impact 
changes’ recognised by NHSE



Red Bag Pathway: benefits and challenges
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Benefits
✓ Safe and easy transfer of 

information & belongings between 
Care Home, ambulance and 
hospital

✓ Improved quality of clinical triage 
and efficiency in A&E and wards

✓ Medicines optimisation
✓ Reduction in unnecessary 

conveyances, admissions and 
treatments

✓ Reduction in length of stay
✓ Better joined up care
✓ Reassurance for residents and their 

families

Challenges of the Red Bag: 
• Not all homes have Red Bags
• Red Bags get lost

Challenges of the papers
• may not be ready in time for 

ambulance staff to review in the 
home

• may not actually be in the Red 
Bag

• may not be up to date
• may not be easy to read
• may not transfer through the 

hospital with the resident
• hospital staff may not realise 

papers are in the Red Bag



Due to the challenges faced with the documentation, we had to come up 
with a solution for this information to be received at the hospital. 
In 2018, the design of the eRedBag Pathway began

eRedBag
• Reason for going 

to hospital
• About Me
• Medical History
• Medications
• EOLC Plans

Hospital IT System

Discharge 
papers sent 
digitally

Care Home

PDF



How is the information transferred electronically?

The eRedBag is transferred electronically from the care home (via encrypted, cloud-based 
software and a secure network connection) to the NHS. 

Ambulance crew can view the eRedBag via the National Record Locator (NRL) in the Summary Care 
Record application (SCRa) on their tablets

Hospital staff in all four hospitals in South West London, community teams and GPs can view the 
information via the local shared care record, called Connecting your Care (CyC), on their desktops.

Care homes can view the Discharge Summary electronically by using CyC (this is in development) 



The eRedBag is a pdf and contains:

• Details of the resident/patient, care home, GP and next of kin
• CARES Escalation Form – symptoms, concerns and actions taken by care home prior to transfer to 

hospital
• Medical history, including episodes of illness not escalated to the GP and suspected allergies not 

informed to the GP, falls history
• Medication list and MAR chart, including record of non-prescribed meds
• Vital signs observations (if nursing home and for some residential homes)
• Body map – including pressure sores, skin integrity
• End of Life Care (EOLC) plan, Advanced Care Plan and DNACPR, if any
• Reasonable adjustments and any impairments, mobility, moving and handling
• About Me form - routines, what the resident likes to talk about, upsetting things, personal 

preferences, end of life wishes, life story
• Safeguarding, challenging behaviour, legal information, consents and risks
• Additional support plans, such as personal behaviour support plan
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The information being 
transferred meets national 

standards published in 2020: 
https://theprsb.org/standard

s/carehometohospital/

The eRedBag has information 
that is complete, up to date, 
clearly structured, legible, in 

colour and searchable

The eRedBag contains a 
photo of the resident looking 

well

The information could be 
updated easily and quickly to 

respond to the pandemic

An example 

of what the 

eRedBag is



Betty’s journey on the eRedBag pathway: 

The SAME journey, with BETTER outcomes
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The physical 
red bag will 
still come 
with the care 
home resident



Betty’s journey on the eRedBag pathway: 
The SAME journey, with BETTER outcomes

Better quality, more joined-up, timely, safer care

All information going to hospital and returning is 
up to date, standardised and never lost:

• Less time spent on administration and 
duplication leads to more timely care and more 
time for direct care

• More time for direct care leads to better 
quality care

• Easy access to up to date information leads to 
better ‘hand overs’ across teams and the 
system, and therefore, joined-up care

• Better joined-up care leads to safer care
• Quicker discharge 10

eRedBag
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Previously – when we asked about the issues…

• “Paperwork can get misplaced, or not be there, or it can be 
difficult to understand the handwriting”

Then – when we asked about the concept…

• “Having an eRedBag on the system would be so helpful –
when we get a pre-alert from the ambulance service we 
can prepare, knowing their medical problems, allergies and 
special care plans needed”

Now – when we asked how the eRedBag is used…

• “The eRedBag is very helpful. We look at e-Docs folder when care home residents come in – that 
helps us as information is usually missing. Even with physical red bag, the information is not always 
there. It helps with nursing care. Otherwise the doctor normally has to call the care home.”

Before and After the eRedBag
An ED Nurse’s views…



Want to know more?

There is loads of help and expertise available at the following places:

• This email address: SWLCareHomes.eRedBag@swlondon.nhs.uk

• Weekly Tuesday Information Sharing Webinar

• This website: 
https://healthinnovationnetwork.com/resources/implementing-the-
eredbag-pathway/
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pdf

mailto:SWLCareHomes.eRedBag@swlondon.nhs.uk
https://healthinnovationnetwork.com/resources/implementing-the-eredbag-pathway/


End of Session

eRedBag


